
Horse Race Using Elastic and String (it’s a crowd pleaser) 

 
Requires cardboard (Bristol Board) cut out horses about 4” high, All with silly names. 

Lengths of 10 feet of strong String. Not hairy twine. It must be smooth string. 

 strong elastic bands. They need to stretch about 3” and take some abuse. 

A chair with a team members sitting on it. Another team member (Jockey) operates the horse. 

A starter and a record keeper. 

 

MAKING THE HORSES 

Obtain some Bristol Board of various colours. 

Cut the board into eight inch by six inch squares. If the game is played a lot then you will need to replace 

damaged horses! So make many. 

Fold the eight inch side in half to make an upside down V = ^ This is your horse to sit on the string! 

Cut out some legs a head and a belly. Pen a crazy name on the sides of the horse EG. Groaning Grezelda 

 

MAKING THE ELASTICATED STRINGS 

Attach a heavy 10 foot length of string to a heavy elastic band. Some of the elastics will break. So have 

lots on hand. 

SETTING UP THE RACE COURSE 

Decide how many horses will enter each race. Perhaps 8 in each heat. 

If you have room then place eight chairs across the race track / available floor space. 

Have a team member sitting on the chair. Mark the chair leg with tape at the 4 inch height. 

Attach the elastic onto the chair leg at the marked 4 inch height. The elastic has a 10 foot piece of string 

attached to it. If short of space you can put a horse on each front chair leg and two people share the 

chair! 

A second team member holds the free end of the string ten feet away and takes up the slack. 

The team members sitting on the chair places your team’s horse /folded card over the string so that the 

horse rests on the floor. 

Lift the string and then pull the string to stretch the elastic band and the horse will travel forwards! 

Lower the string to set the horse down. Don’t let the horse fall over or it’s out of the race! 

Lift the string again; stretch the elastic moving the horse forward again; lower the horse and repeat 

until the race is won. Record the winners 


